Fall 2022 Schedule - Overview
All content subject to change – More Coming Soon!

Seminars and Lectures by Program

**SAGE**

- Winston Churchill: A Life Well Lived – Richard Brook
- Zach Does Drama Again! – Zachariah Ezzer
- SAGE Speaker Series – Multiple Speakers
- My Life: An American Jewish Life; And Your Life, In A Changing World – Harvey Burg
- The History and Evolution of Music Technology – James Kerkhof
- Live From New York! 50 Years of SNL – Rose Ann Roth
- The Psychological and Emotional Impacts of COVID on Children/Adolescents – Roshni Koli
- Austin Movers and Shakers – Multiple Speakers
- Tour of the Harry Ransom Center

**DISCOVER**

- Aspects of Aging – Marshall Missner
- America’s Golden Age of Sailing – Todd Clayton
- USAID: Advancing U.S. National Interest through International Assistance – Michael Greene
- The Forensic Anthropology Center at Texas State University: Research and Willed Body – Emma Giacomello
- Picturing Texas Politics – Chuck Bailey
- Bird Watching - Terry Banks
- Human Locomotion – Liza Shapiro
- Becoming Indian – Circe Sturm
- French Piano Music (performance and commentary) – Timothy Woolsey

**NOVA**

- Antarctica: Part I: The Otherworldly Continent – Martha Wofford
- Texas Infrastructure – Oliver Smith Jr.
- The Secrets of True Happiness – Farnaz Masumian
- Andalusian America – Dilara Hafiz
- HAMMER Memorial Lecture – TBD
- James Webb Space Telescope, To Infinity and Beyond – Caitlin Casey
- Drone Invasion? The ABC’s of drones, Safety and Privacy – Zach Ryall
- Personal Cybersecurity: Protecting yourself from Scammers and Hackers – TBD
- The History, Mystery and Marvel of the UT Tower Bells – TBD
FORUM

- The Making of the U.S. Constitution – Dick Fonte
- Winston Churchill: A Life Well Lived – Richard Brook
- Songs, Dances & Comedy of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers – Jerry Conn
- Islamic Art and Architecture – Dilara Hafiz
- Texas Parks and Wildlife – Russell Roe
- Storytelling Liars – Donna Ingham
- New Perspective on How Our Minds Work – Deric Bownds
- Texas Beaches – Joe Pappalardo
- Is There Nutritional Value in Fast Food? – Drew Hayes
- Texas Cities and Towns Named After Women – Joe Holley

ONLINE Thursday Seminars/Lectures

- The History of Baseball – Roger Launius
- COVID Brain – Esther Melamed, William Brode and Aaron Braverman
- Preserving the Night Sky – Stephen Hummel
- China and Human Rights – Rana Siu Inboden
- Ukraine: How Did We Get Here and Where Are We Going? – Mykhaylo Simanovskyy
- The United States and the Vietnam War – Mark Lawrence
- Smartphone Photography – James Kerhoff

Our lineup of seminars and lectures are subject to change between now and throughout the Fall 2022 session which begins on October 03, 2022. Our programming will also change each fall, winter and spring to introduce new content based on the feedback and interests of our members and is chosen by each program’s respective curriculum committees.

Contact the UT OLLI office at (512) 471-3124 or utolli@austin.utexas.edu.